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Version: 3.0.0

Downtime Expected: None

Virtual IPM Release Notes

Updates included in this release:

New Features:

1. Refactors all of Clinical Forms functionality

2. Improves report readability

3. Improves UX of CFQL partner relationship questions

4. Patient summary UI improvements

5. Add Lambda to rescore assessments by type

Fixes:

1. Change Patient JWT token expiry to 90 days

2. Changed assessment scoring strength calculations
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Feature #1 Refactors all of Clinical Forms functionality

Details:

1. This feature will release all of the functionality related to the Clinical Forms refactor. This will also

include an updated UX for generating an Assessment Group, as well as the Clinical Forms

themselves.

2. There are 6 different categories of Clinical Forms:

a. ABA Skills Assessment Measures (16 measures total)

b. Adaptive Function Measures (8 measures total)

c. Autism Symptom Measures (6 measures total)

d. Cognitive / IQ Measures (9 measures total)

e. Language Measures (5 measures total)

f. Diagnoses (19 diagnoses total)

g. Symptom Presentation (8 conditions total)

3. Below, see screenshot of the updated wizard for sending out Assessment Groups, as well as

adding Clinical Forms for an Assessment Group for a Clinician User to complete

Feature #2 Improves report readability
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Details:

1. This feature aims to allow the Monitor report to be easier to read and skim through. Markers

have been added next to each header, and the headers themselves have been made to stand out

more. Below, see a screenshot showcasing these changes:

Feature #3 Improves UX of CFQL Partner Relationship Questions

Details:

1. Reworked the Partner Relationship questions in order to address concern about users missing

that question

2. Additionally, the “Assessment Details” box was removed from the right side of the screen,

leaving just the “Survey Progress” bar, and the survey number at the top of the screen.
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Feature #4 Patient Summary UI improvements

Details:

1. The Patient Summary UI has been updated to improve the user experience, and make it more

intuitive

2. The Assessment Groups are now split out into their own “cards”. Each card has the create and

assigned date specified in the header

3. To review the details on a specific Assessment Group, users can now click “Review” in the top

right corner of the card

4. The create a new Assessment Group, users will click the “New Assessment Group” button in the

top right corner of the screen
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Feature # 5 Add Lambda to Rescore Assessments by Type

Details:

1. Adds functionality into the system to be able to rescore assessments, which will be used once

the Intervention Targets updates are finalized for the next release.
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Fix #1 Change Patient JWT token expiry to 90 days

Details:

1. Extended the JWT token expiration to 90 days as it was causing issues for patients being able to

access the patient portal

Fix #2 Changed Assessment Scoring: Strength Calculations

Details:

1. Implemented changes to scoring Strengths in assessments per new requirements
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